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PRESS RELEASE 
 

LEONARDO AND METRO AVIATION SIGN DISTRIBUTOR AGREEMENT FOR THE AW09 HELICOPTER IN 
NORTH AMERICA WITH COMMITTMENT FOR 30 UNITS  
 

• Metro will act as Leonardo distributor for the AW09 in the US and Canadian civil markets for all 
applications  

 
Rome – 28 February 2024 – Leonardo and Metro Aviation, a prime privately-owned HEMS (Helicopter 
Emergency Medical Service) operator and service provider in the US, have announced the signing of a Distributor 
Agreement for the AW09 next generation single engine helicopter. Metro will act as a Leonardo distributor for the 
type in the US and Canada for all civil market applications. The Distributor Agreement includes a commitment for 
30 units that will translate into Preliminary Sales Contracts.  
 
This latest deal builds on the collaboration started at Heli-Expo 2023 aimed at supporting the introduction and 
positioning of the AW09 in the USA and in doing so, benefitting from Metro Aviation’s renowned experience and 
capabilities in the development of Aircraft Interior & STCs (supplemental type certificates), service and training.  
 
Gian Piero Cutillo, MD of Leonardo Helicopters, said “We’re excited to perform this further step forward in our 
collaboration with Metro which paves the path to the introduction of our new single engine in the important North 
American market. Also, combining our industrial capabilities with Metro Aviation’s extensive and recognized 
experience in operations and support enhances the AW09 value proposition, providing superior mission 
capabilities to the operators of this platform.“  
 
"I first saw the 09 prototype in 2017 and have been excited about bringing it to the U.S. market since then," said 
Metro Aviation President and CEO Mike Stanberry.  "Metro has enjoyed a great partnership with Leonardo and 
designed multiple interiors for the 09.  We look forward to integrating it into our fleet and performing completions 
for air medical, law enforcement, tourism, and beyond." 
 
The AW09 continues to generate a very positive response from all geographies worldwide as the programme 
development progresses. Rotorcraft companies highly welcome the AW09 for its outstanding characteristics and 
multirole capabilities that represent a significant evolution compared to existing products in this category. The 
AW09 perfectly complements Leonardo’s product range in the Long Light Single-segment, introducing an all-new 
design aircraft to sustain long-term competitive positioning in this weight category. A full-scale mock-up of the 
cabin, together with the advanced connectivity and digital features of the type, is on display at the Leonardo booth 
at Heli-Expo, attracting lots of interest within the rotorcraft community thanks to its distinguished features in cabin 
space and ergonomics, and external footprint. The total number of Preliminary Sales Contracts for the AW09 will 
soon exceed 100 units globally.  

 
Metro Aviation is the world’s largest air medical completion center and traditional air medical operator, with more 
than 170 helicopters and airplanes in 27 states and the District of Columbia.  Metro’s presence is evident for many 
air medical, law enforcement and other components and installations. Metro has developed and received FAA 
Supplemental Type Certificates (STC’s) for many air medical components and installations including fixed and 
rotor-wing. Quite often, Metro not only performs the installation, but purchases the aircraft and trains the ground 
and flight personnel. Its foundation of safety, quality and customer service has remained for 40 years and is still 
the cornerstone of the company. 

 

 
Leonardo is a leading global Aerospace, Defence and Security (AD&S) company. With 51,000 employees worldwide, it operates in the fields of Helicopters, 
Electronics, Aircraft, Cyber & Security and Space, and is a key partner in major international programmes including Eurofighter, NH-90, FREMM, GCAP and 
Eurodrone. Leonardo has significant industrial capabilities in Italy, the UK, Poland, and the US and also operates through subsidiaries, joint ventures and stakes, 
including Leonardo DRS (72.3%), MBDA (25%), ATR (50%), Hensoldt (22.8%), Telespazio (67%), Thales Alenia Space (33%) and Avio (29.6%). Listed on the 
Milan Stock Exchange (LDO), Leonardo reported new orders of €17.3 billion in 2022, with an order backlog of €37.5 billion and consolidated revenues of €14.7 
billion. The company is included in the MIB ESG index and has been part of the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI) since 2010.
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